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introduction

• So What are maSsively multiplayer 

online role-playing games?

• I guess the smart thing to do is to find out 

how many of you already know…

• So, who here knows what a MMORPG is?

• Just as I thought…
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Virtual worlds

• we academics call these things virtual 

worlds

• World: a self-contained environment

• Virtual:

– Real: that which is

– Imaginary: that which isn’t

– Virtual: that which isn’t, having the form or 

effect of that which is

• Virtual worlds are places where the 

imaginary meets the real

– Ok, so They’re online computer games too…

What are vws?

• Virtual worlds are places

• being places, they have a number of place-

like features

– You can visit them

– Other people can also visit them

– At the same time

• They are, however, not real

• This seems like a major disadvantage

– How do you visit someplace that isn’t 

real?
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Answer:

• You use an avatar

About avatars

• Far from its being a disadvantage, people 

often like using an avatar
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Furthermore…

• Some people prefer it to reality

interaction

• Through their avatars, Players often enjoy 

interacting with each other
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However

• They don’t so often enjoy being acted on by 

each other…

In addition

• Most players regard virtual worlds as being 

basically games
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But others

• But other people just like the thriLl of 

exploring somewhere new

Some theory

• We can plot these behaviours on a graph:
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furthermore

• This distribution of fun applies across aLl

virtual worlds

formally

• Or, if you prefer it without the mini-

screenshots:
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more

• This player types model can be used to help 

design virtual worlds

• designers need to accommodate aLl four types 

together because they exist in balance

• It takes an entire 3rd-year lecture to explain 

why, though…

Vws & Essex

• essex university has a world clasS

reputation for virtual world research

– Next year, We’re aiming to start the first 

undergraduate degree in online games anywhere!

• So How come?

– There are plenty of other kinds of computer game, 

why specialise in this one?

• To find out, we need to look at some 

history…
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World of warcraft

• world of warcraft, blizzard, 2004:

stats

• World of warcraft has over 6,000,000

players worldwide

– More than live in denmark, finland, slovakia 

and about 80 other countries…

• Players pay $15 a month to play

– $13 if buy 6 months at once

• Somewhat leSs in china…

• It cost something like $30m to develop

– I’ve seen estimates between $25m and $70m

• wow is based on EverQuest
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everquest

• Everquest, sony online entertainment, 1999

stats

• Everquest has around 300,000 subscribers

– That’s still more people than iceland!

– It had 480,000 at its peak

• Over $3,000,000 a month in subscriptions

• supports action figures and comics

• Eq is basically a graphical dikumud
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dikumud

• Dikumud, copenhagen university, 1990

stats

• in 1994 (immediately pre-WWW), 10% of

aLl internet traffic belonged to 

textual virtual worlds

• At least 20 of these are stiLl with us

• Over 1,700 are open to the public

– the figure has held steady for over a decade

– Most of these are frEe to play

• Several hundred are diku s

• Dikumud is based on Abermud
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abermud

• Abermud, alan cox, 1987

stats

• Abermud was developed at the university of 

(you guessed) Aberystwyth

• It spread across the nascent internet 

very quickly

– Because It worked on any unix system

• today, Its author is in charge of linux

– Linus thorvalds = king

– Alan cox = prime minister

• Abermud is based on mud
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mud

• Mud, Roy trubshaw & richard bartle, 1978
Narrow road between lands.
You are stood on a narrow road between The Land and whence you came.
To the north and south are the small foothills of a pair of majestic
mountains, with a large wall running round. To the west the road
continues, where in the distance you can see a thatched cottage
opposite an ancient cemetery. The way out is to the east, where a
shroud of mist covers the secret pass by which you entered The
Land. It is raining.
*w
Narrow road.
You are on a narrow east-west road with a forest to the north and
Gorse scrub to the south. It is raining. A splendid necklace lies
on the ground.
*

stats

• Mud isn’t based on anything

– It was the first virtual world ever!

• It was developed here at essex university

– Roy and I were undergraduates in the 

computer science department

• So that’s why we study them here

– They were invented here!

• Next time you’re in wow or runescape

or second life or FF XI, you can say you’ve 

been where they aLl began
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summary

• Virtual worlds today are where movies
were in about 1920

• There is much more to come

– the population of south korea is 48,000,000, 
and Over 50% has played lineage at least once

– Virtual worlds are affecting viewing
figures for tv programmes in america

• They’re Played by people of all demographics

• As the population becomes more game-
saVvy, These worlds will become even 
more important

Essex uni

• it’s important to study these games for 

Social Science reasons

– And law, architecture, geography, literature, 

anthropology, psychology and media studies 

reasons – to name but a few

• That’s not why we study them, though

• We study them simply because we want 

beTter ones!

• Where else can you do that?

• Virtual worlds really is a fun subject!


